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ON THE EXISTENCE OF AN EQUILIBRlUM FOR AN 
AGGREGATE MODEL OF STATIONARY 

MARKOV ECONOMY* 

SHlN-ICHI TAKEKUMA** 

Abstract 

A dynamic economy with uncertainty is considered. In the model of economy, pro-
duction and capital accumulation are incorporated. The model is an extension of the 

asset-pricing model of Lucas. An equilibrium associated with consumers' rational ex-
pectations is defined in a general model by using a price forecast function and a value func-

tion of expected utilities. The existence of such an equilibrium is proved in an aggregate 

model. 

I. In trod uction 

In this paper a dynamic economy with uncertainty is considered. An equilibrium 
associated with consumers' rational expectations is defined and the existence of such an 

equilibrium for an aggregate model of the economy is proved. 

It may be possible to say that there are two types of uncertainty. The first is a case 

where some economic agents simply do not have some informations that are useful to them. 

For example, consumers do not know other consumers' preferences, or firms' production 

technologies. Namely, informations are "unevenly distributed" in the economy. The 
second is a case where any economic agent cannot obtain some informations that are im-

portant to economic activities. For instance, it is impossible for anyone to know tomor-

row's weather completely. That is, informations are "lacking." 

In static economies, the first type of uncertainty is a main problem. Economies with 

unevenly distributed informations were analyzed by R. Radner (1979) and B. AIlen (1981). 

In dynamic economies, the second type of uncertainty is more significant than the first. 

That is because economic agents cannot perfectly know future situations of economies, 

and they can only make a guess about them. This kind of economies were studied by R. 

Lucas (1972), (1978), W. Brock (1982), and D. Duffie, J. Geanakoplos, A. Mas-Colell, & 

A. McLennan (1989). 
In this paper we shall consider a dynamic economy with the second type of uncertainty. 

* This paper was pre{sented at the 1990 annual meeting of the Japan Association of Economics and Eco-
nometrics. 

$* The author would like to thank Prof. R. E. Lucas, Jr.. Prof. D. Duffie, Prof. T. Fukiharu, and Fumihiro 
Kaneko for their helpful comments. 
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The considered economy is as follows : There are many consumers and firms in the economy. 

At each period in time all economic agents can know the current state of the economy, but 

cannot know future states of the economy after the period. They only know the prob-
ability distributions of future states. In the model of economy, production and capital 

accumulation are incorporated, and therefore the model in this paper can be regarded as an 

extension of the asset-pricing models by R. Lucas (1978) and by W. Brock (1982). Also, 

the model is a genera]ization of the static model of the so-called Arrow-Debreu economy. 

This paper is formulated as follows. In section 2, a general model of a large economy 

with many consumers and several firms is presented. An equilibrium for the economy 
is defined by using the technique of R. Lucas (1978). In section 4, the economy presented 

in section 2 is transformed into an aggregate economy with identical consumers. In sec-

tion 5, assumptions and an equilibrium existence theorem for the aggregate economy are 
stated. The theorem is proved in section 6. Some lemmas used for the theorem are proved 

in section 7. 

II. A General Economy with Many Consumers 

In this section we shall construct a general model of an economy with many consumers 

and several firms. In oder to describe an economy with many consumers, we introduce 

an atomless measure space of consumers, which is denoted by (A, ~:, v), Namely, set A 
is the set ofall the consumers, family ~ is a o-algebra of some subsets of A, and y is a non-

atomic measure defined on ~ with v(A)=1 . 
In the economy there are n kinds of different commodities, and the commodity space 

is an n-dimensional Euclidean space R". The consumption sets of consumers are the same, 

and they are all the nonnegative orthant R+" of R". Let ~/ be a set of some countinuous 

bounded functions from R+" to R. The utility functions of each consumer are uncertain, 

but it is assumed to be an element of set ~:. To give a topology to set ~1, for each ue ~~/ 

let' us define a normlul by 

lul =sup {lu(x)1 1 xeR+"} ' 

On the other hand, it is assumed that there are finitely many firms, and that the number 

of firms is J. Let ~/ be a set of some non-empty closed subsets of R~. The production 

sets of firms are uncertain, but they are assumed to be an element of set ~J. Set ~/ js 

endowed with the topology of closed convergence. 

Let ~/A denote the set of all measurable functions from A to ~: When Ue ~A 
U(a) denotes the utility function of consumer aeA. Each element of ~;~/A is a list of utility 

functions of all the consumers in the economy. In order to give a topology to set ~A 

let us define a norm I Ul for each Ue ~A by 

l Ul =sup {ely({aeA I I U(a)1 >e} )>0} . 

Let ~/J denote the J-fold product of ~J, i.e., 

~/J={(Y1' ' ' " YJ)1 Yje ~/ (j=1, . . . , J)}-
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Each element Ye ~/J, which is written as Y=(Yl' ' ' " YJ), is a list of production sets of 

all the firms in the economy, where Y, denotes the production set of firmj. 

Let S=~rA x ~/J. A state of the economy described by an element of S. We shall 
consider a model of discrete time. Let T= {O, 1, 2, . . . } be the set of periods in time. The 

utility functions of consumers and the production sets of firms at each period are uncertain, 

and they are described by a random process. Let (Q, ~~, p) be a probability space, i.e., 

p is the set of states of nature, ~ is a family of events, and P is a probability measure. 

For each teT, ~~ : Q- ~(A x ~/J is a measurable map, which is denoted by 

. (~,ep - (Ut, Yt)e~i~/Ax ~IJ 

where Ut: A- ~r and Yt=(Ytl' ' ' " Y,J). 

By the above map, we mean that, if the state of nature [s (~,, then the utility function 

of consumer aeA is Ut(a) and the production set of firm j is Ytj at period l. We assume 

that (Ut, Yt) is known at the beginning of period t. 

Suppose that the state of nature is co. For consumer aeA, his utility function at period 

t is Ut(a) : R+"~R. We assume that future utilities are discounted, and that the discount 

rate is the same for every consumer and is 6, where 0<6< l. If the commodity consump-
tion of consumer aeA at period t is ct, the sum of utilities for consumer aeA is 

~ 6t U,(a)[ct]' 

t=0 

However, consumers do not know their future utility functions and commodity con-

sumptions. Therefore, they can maximize only the expected value of the sum of future 
utilities according to their expectations. 

On the other hand, for each firm j, production set Y,j Is known at the beginning of 

period t, and productions are carried out within a period. Therefore, there is no uncer-

tainty for firms, and they simply try to maximize their profits at each perlod. 

We assume that the random process ( ~~t)t=0,1.2."' is a stationary Markov process. 

Let ~~/(S) be the set of all probability measures on S, which is endowed with the weak to-

pology. Also, Iet ~(S) be the set of all Bore] subsets of S. 

Assumption 2.1.･ There exists a continuous map from S to ~f(S), which is denoted by 

seS - p,e~~/(S), 

and has the following property: For each te T, 

p,(B)=Prob.({e,1 ~~t+1((v)eB and ~~*(e,)=s}) 

for a]1 seS and Be~(S). More precisely, for each teT, 

Jc P'(B)d(P ' ~~t-1)(s)=P( ~~t+1(B) n ~~t-1(C)) 

for all B, Ce~(S). 

Measure p, in this assumption is called a transition probability. The existence of such 

a transition probability implies that the uncertainty at each period does not depend on the 
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time, and that it depends only on the state at the prevrous period. If a state s=(U, Y)~S 

occurs at period t, then the uncertainty after period t depends only on state s. Therefore, 

we do not have to indicate period t explicitly in our arguments. 

III. An Equilibrium for the General Economy 

Let ~~:=." denote the set of all (equivalence classes of) essentially bounded measur-

able functions from A to R+"' To describe the amounts of commodities held by consumers 

at a period in time, we use a function Ke~~:*.", where K(a) denotes the commodity hold-

ing of consumer aeA at the beginning of the period. Also, the commodity consumptions 

of consumers at a period in time are described by a function Ce~~.", where C(a) de-
notes the commodity consumption of consumer aeA at the period. 

Let ~l.J denote the set of 'all (equivalence classes of) integrable functions from A 

to RJ+' To denote the shares of firms held by consumers at a period in time, we use a func-

tion Ce:~i~l.J' The j-th coordinate of 6 is denoted by 6,, and 6,(a) denotes fthe shares 

of the j-th frm held by consumer aeA at the beginning of the period. We assume that 
the total of shares of each firm is unity, i.e., 

J Cjdv=1 

4 

for eachj. Since we only have to consider situations in equilibrium, we can confinei ourself 

to the set, 

}
 

e {6e~il.J I J cd,,=1 , 
A
 

where I denotes the unit vector in RJ 

In order to define an equilibrium for the economy, following the technique by R. Lucas 

(1978) we shall use two functions, by which we depict consumers' expectations. The first 

is a forecast function concerning prices of commodities and shares. It isa measurablefunc-

tion on Sx !~~*." x e to A"+J, which is denoted by 

ip : Sx ~~**" xe -~ A"+J 

where 

A"+J= {v=(vl' ' ' " v*+J)eR+"+Jl~$~-+1Jvt=1} . 

The first n coordinates of the value of function ip denote prices of commodities, and the 

last J coordinates denote prices of shares. 

By function c, it is meant that consumers forecast prices of commodities and shares 

at each period depending on the whole situation of the economy. A whole situation of 
the economy at the beginning of each period consists of state seS, commodity holdings 

Ke~~:~.", and share holdings 6ee. We shall call (s. K, e) a macro-state 'of the economy. 

In addition, for each aeA, we shall call (K(a), C(a)) a micro-state of consumer a. 
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If the macro-state at a period in time is ts, K, e), then consumers expect that the prices 

of commodities and shares at the period will be c(s, K, 6). Under the assumption of sta-

tionary Markov process, it is natural for consumers to expect prices in such a way, because 

the futures of the economy after the period depend only on macro-state (s. K, e) at the period. 

The second function is an expectation function concerning future utilities for consumers. 

It is a real-valued, measurable, and bounded function on A x R+" x R+J x Sx~~:**" x e, 

which is denoted by 

V : A x R+' x R+J x Sx ~~*." xe - R 

By function T/ it is meant that consumers predict the sum of present and future util-

ities depending not only on macro-state, but also on their own holdings of commodities 

and shares. If macro-state at a period in time is (s, K, a), and if consumer aeA has com-

modities xeR+" and shares beR+J, he expects that the sum of his present and future ex-
pected utilities will be V(a, x, b , s, K, e). Such a way of expectation is natural for the same 

reasons as in case of function ip. Here, we should note that V(a, x, b, s, K, C) is meaningful 

even if (x, b) is not equal to the true micro-state (K(a), e(a)) of consumer a, i.e., x~K(a) 

or b~6(a). That is because measure space (A, ~~:, :') is non-atomic. 

We shall call c a price function and V a valuefunction. Now, by using a pair {c. V} 

of a price function and a value function, we define an equilibrium for the economy. 

Definition 3.1: A pair {c, V} of a price function and a value function is called an equili-

brium for the general economy, if for all s=(U. Y)eS and (K, 6)e~~~*." x e there exist 

(K 6 )e~:~*." x e, C*e~~ . . . , J) [such that the following condi-" and yJ*eY/ (i=1, 
*, 

tions are satisfied, where peR", qeRJ, and cCs, K, 6)=(p, q). 

(1) Firms are maximizing theirprofits, i,e., 

p'yj*=supp Y for allJ I . . , J. (3.1) 
(2) Based on their expectations, consumers are maximizing their expected utilities subject 

to their budget constraints, i.e., for almost all aeA, 

p (C (a)+K (a))+q e (a)~p K(a)+q 6(a)+~:Jj-lC!(a)p'yj* (3.2) 

an d 

V(a, K(a), e(a); s, K, C) 

= U(a)[C*(a)] + 5 J V(a, K*(a), 6*(a); r. K*. C*) dp (r) 

;~ U(a)[c]+6Js V(a, x, b,' r, K*, e*) dp8(r) (3.3) 

for all (c, x, b) with p' (c+x) + q'b~ p.K(a) +q.e(a) + ~ Jj*1e/(a)p' yj*. 

(3) Commodity markets are all in equilibrium, i,e., 

JA C*d,J + K*d:' = Kd!' + ~ J/-1yj (3.4) JA JA 
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In the above definition, it should be noted that share markets are all in equilibrium, 

since e*ee. Also, we should note that condition (2) insures the consistency between price 

function ip and value function V. 

One of the new features in the above definition of equilibrium is that a micro-state of 

each consumer is explicitly distinguished from a macro-state of the economy. 

IV. An Aggregate Economy wlth Many Consumers 

In this section we shall transform the general model in the previous section into a model 

of economy where all the consumers are the same and identical. Such a simplified model 

is sometimes used in macroeconomic analysis. 
The utility functions of consumers are denoted by a map'U: A- ~, which is an ele-

ment of set ~rA. We assume that the utility functions of a]1 the consumers are the same. 

Then, map U is constant, i.e., for some ue: ~(. U(a)=u for all aeA. Therefore, we can 

regard set ~/A as set ~. 
Next, we assume that consumers are all in the same situation, and that their holdings 

of commodities and shares are the same. The commodity holdings of consumers are de-

scribed by la function K:A-R"+, which is an element of set ~{~*.". When consumers 
have all the same amounts of commodities, then function K is constant, i.e., for some keR+"' 

K(a)=k for all aeA. Therefore, we can regard set ~~:=." as set R"+' 

The share holdings of consumers are denoted by a function C :A-R+J, which is an 

element of set ~i~l.J' Since the totals of shares are assumed to be unity, when consumers 

have al the same amounts of shares, 6(a)=1 for all aeA. Thus, set e can be regarded 

as a one-point set { I } , and can be ignored. 

Thus, a macro-state (U, Y, K, 6) of the economy can be simply denoted by (u, Y, k, D 

in the aggregate model. 

Let S= ~ x ~/J. Then, the price function in the aggregate model is changed to 

a function on S x R+", which is denoted by 

c :Sx R+~ ~ A"+J. 

Since consumers are all in the same situation, they will also behave all in the same way. 

Therefore, we do not have to describe the behaviors of all the consumers, but just that of 

a representative consumer. Thus, the value function in the aggregate model is reduced 

to a function on R+" x R+J x Sx R+", which is denoted by, 

V:R+" x R+J x S x R+" ~ R. 

Now we can define an equilibrium for the aggregate economy. Definition 3.1 is re-

written in the following fashion. 

Definition 4.1: A pair {c, V} of a price function ip and a value function V is called an equili-

brium for the aggregate economy, if for all s=(u, Y)eS and keR+", there exist c*eR+ , 
k*eR+", and yj*e Yj (j=1, . . . , J) such that the following conditions are satisfied, where 

peR qeRJ, and c(s, k)=(p, q). 
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(1) p'J'j*=supp' Y! for all j=1, . . . , J. 

(2) p' (c* +k*) +q' I ~ p'k+q' I + ~ Jj=1P' yj* 

and 

J
s
 

V(k, I ; s, k)=u(c*)+6 V(k*, I ; r, k*) dps(r) 

J
s
 

~; u(c)+ a V(x, b; r, k*) dpt(r) 

for all (c, x, b) with p'(c+x)+q'b;~p'k+ q' I + ~Jj=1p' yj*. 

(3) c*+k*=k+~Jj-lyj* 

111 

(4. I ) 

(4.2) 

V. The Existence o an Equilibrium for the Aggregate Model 
t
f
 

In order to prove the existence of an equilibrium for the aggregate economy, we assume 

the following. 

Assumptiop 5.1: Any utility function ue ~ has the following properties : 

(1) Function u is continuous and concave. 

(2) Function u is monotone-increasing, i.e., if c~~c' and c~c', then u(c)<u(c'). 

(3) u(O)=0. 

Assumption 5.2: Any production set Ye ~/has the following properties : 

(1) Set Y is convex and compact. 

(2) Y n R+" = {OJ . 

Assumption 5.3: Sets ~r and ~/are bounded: 
(1) There exists a number a>0 such that lul~;a for all ue ~(. 

(2) There exists a number P>0 such that lyl ;~p for all yeY with Ye ~( 

Under these assumptions we can prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.4: Under Assumptions 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, there exists an equilibrium {c, V} 
for the aggregate economy that has the following properties : 

(1) Function V is continuous. 

(2) For each (x, b; s)eR+" x R+J x S, V(x, b; s, k) is constant in k. 

(3) For each (s, k)eSx R+". V(x, b; s, k) is monotone-nondecreasing and concave in (x, b). 

One of the interesting properties of the value function V is property (2) in the above 

theorem, which implies that function V does not depend on variable k of macro-state (s, 

k). Thus, in the aggregate economy we can identify micro-state with macro-state, just 

as R. Lucas (1978) did. 
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IV. The Proof of Theorem 5.4 

In this section we shall prove Theorem 5.4. All the lemmas in this section will be 

proved in the next section. 

Let ~~' be the space of all bounded continuous functions on R+" x R+Jx S to R with 

norm topology. For each We ~~~, define a function MW on R+" x R+Jx S to R by 

MW(k, b; s)=sup flu(c)+ 6 jfs W(x, b; r)dp,(r)IceR.', xeR+", 

c + x=k + ~ jbJyj, yje Y..} , 

where s=(u, Y), Y=(Yl' ' ' " YJ), and b=(bl' ' ' " bJ). 

Lemma 6.1 : For any We ~~~, function MW has the following properties: 

(1) Function MWis continuous and bounded, i.e., MWe~~P 
(2) If W(k, b; s) is monotone-nondecreasing and concave in (k, b), then so is MW(k, b; s). 

(3) If W(O, b; s)=0 for all (b, s), then MW(O, b; s)=0 for all (b; s). 

By virtue of property (1) in the above lemma, we have a map, 

We ~- MWe ~~i. 

which is denoted by M: ~~- ~~~. Concerning this map, we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 6.2: There exists a unique function W* e ~~' that has the following properties : 

(1) Function W* is a fixed-point of map M, i.e., W*=MW*. 
(2) For each seS, W*(k, b; s) is monotone-nondecreasing and concave in (k, b) 

(3) W*(O, b;s)=0 for all (b;s). 

Let (s, k)eSxR+"' Since W*=MW*, under Assumptions 5.1 and 5.2 we have c* 
k*eR+", and yj*EY, (j- , . . . . J) such that 

W (k, l; s)=u(c*)+ 6 Js W*(k*, I ; r)dp,(r) (6.1) 

and 

c* + k* =k + ~ ,yj*. (6.2) 
Now, Iet us define a subset of R+~ x R+J, c(s, k) by 

{
 

c(s, k) = (p, q)eR~ XRJl(p, q)eA"+J and 

W*(k, I ; s)~; u(c)+ 6Js PV*(x, b; r)dp,(r) 

for all (c, x, b)eR+" x R+" x R+J with 

p'(c+x)+q'b ~ p.k+q. I + ~ J/-1 sup p. Y/}' 
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where s=(u, Y) and Y=(Y1' ' ' " YJ). 

Le'nma 6.3: For all (s, k)eSxR+", c(s, k)~c. 

By this lemma we can define a correspondence, 

(s, k)eSx R+" ~~ ep(s, k)CA"+J 

which will be denoted by ep :SxR+"~A"+J. The correspondence has the following pro-

perty. 

Lemma 6.4: The correspondence c :SxR+"~A"+J has a closed graph. 

This lemma implies that there exists a measurable function 9'/ : S x R+"~'A"+J such that 

c(s, k)eep(s, k) for all (s, k)eSx R+" [see Hildenbrand (1974), Iem. l, p. 55]. 

Let us define a function V on R+" x R+J x Sx R+" to R by 

V(x, b; s, k)= W*(x, b; s). (6.3) 
Then obvrously V Is contmuous and bounded. Also, by Lemma 6.2 we can easily check 
that function V has properties (1), (2), and (3) of Theorem 5.4. It remains to show that 

{ip, V} is an equilibrium, i.e., we only have to show that {ip, V} satisfies conditions (1), (2), 

and (3) of Definition 4. l. 

Now, Iet ip(s, k)=(p, q)eR" x RJ. Then, by construction of ~'!, (p, q)eep(s, k). There-

fore, it follows from (6.3) that 

V(k, 1, s, k);~ u(c)+6 J V(x, b; r, k*)dp,(r) (6.4) 

for all (c, x, b)eR+" x R+" x R+J with 

p' (c+x) +q'b~ p.k +q. I + ~: Jj*1 sup p' YJ (6.5) 

where S=(u, Y) and Y=(Yl' ' ' " YJ). 
(6.1), (6.3), and (6.4) imply (4.2) in (2) of Definition 4.1. And (6.2) implies (3) of De-

finition 4.]. A]so, by (6.2) we have, 

p'(c* +k*) + q. I ~P' (k+ ~ jyJ*) + q' I ~~ p'k+ q. I + ~ Jj- I sup p' Y/' (6.6) 

which is (4.1) in (2) of Definition 4. l. 

Suppose that strict inequality holds in (6.6). Then, condition (2) of Assumption 5.1 

implies that (c*, k*, l) does not maximize the right hand side of (6.4) under budget constraint 

(6.5). This is a contradiction to (6.1) and (6.3). Therefore, equality holds in (6.6), and 

we have 

~ Jj*1 p' yj* =~ J/=1 sup p ' Yj, 

which implies (1) of Definition 4. I . This completes the proof of Theorem 5.4. 
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VII. Proofs of Lemmas 

In this section we shall prove the lemmas which were used in the previous section. 

ProofofLemma 6.1: Given We ~~f, define a functionf:R+~ x R+" x RJ+ x S-R as follows: 

For (c, x, b, s)eR+" x R+" x R+J x S, Iet 

f(c, x, b, s)=u(c)+6 J W(x, b; r)dp,(r), 

where s=(u, Y). Moreover, define a correspondence F: R+Jx Sx R+"~R+" x R+~ as fol-

lows: For (b, s, k)eR+JxSxR+~, Iet 

F(b, s, k)= {(c, x)eER+J x R+"Ic+x=k+ ~ J/=1 bfyj for some y,e Yj (j=1, . . . , J)} , 

where s=(u, Y) and b=(bl' ' ' " bJ). Then, by (1) of Assumption 5.2 and definition of 

MW, we have 

MW(k, b; s)=max {f(c, x, b, s) I (c, x)eF(b, s, k)1 -

Since map, s-p,, is continuous by assumption, it is easy to show that functionfis con-

tinuous. It is also easy to prove that correspondence F is continuous. Therefore, by ap-

plying the so-called maximum theorem to f and F, we have the continuity of function MW. 

In addition, its boundedness follows from (1) of Assumption 5.3. This proves (1) of the 

lenuna. 
It can be easily shown by (2) of Assumption 5.1, (1) and (2) of Assumption 5.2 that 

MW(k, b; s) is monotone-nondecreasing in (k, b). The concavity of MW(k, b; s) in (k, 
b) follows from (1) of Assumption 5.1 and (1) of Assumption 5.2. Thus, (2) of the lemma 

is proved. 

It is implied by (3) of Assumption 5.1 and (2) of Assumption 5.2 that MW(O, b; s)=0 

for all (b, s). This completes the proof of the lemma. l 

Proof of Lemma 6.2: Let W1' W2e ~. Then, by definition of norm I ･ l, it is true that 

W2- IWl~W21~W1;~W2+1Wl~W2!-

By definition of map M, we have 

MW2-6 IW1~ W2l~MWl;~MW2+6 IW1~ W21-

which implies that 

(7. I ) IMWI - MW21 ~~ 6 1 Wl ~ W21-

Thus, map M is shown to be a contraction map. It is well-known that such a contraction 

map has a fixed-point, i.e., there exists a map W*e ~~i, such that W*=MW*. Hence, 
(1) of Lenuna 6.2 is proved. 
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In addition, for any We ~~:, by (7.1) we have 

IMW- W*1 ;~ ~ 1 W- W*1-

Therefore, it follows that 

IM~W- W*1 ~6 IM~-lW- W*1 ~, . . . , ~6~ IW- W*1, 

where M~ denotes the m time composrtron of map M. This proves that for any We ~~~, 

m-~ 
Let PV be a functron on R+ X R+ x S to R such that W.(k, b, s)=0 for all (k, b; s). 

Obviously, function W. is continuous and bounded, i.e., W,e~~. ~ IAlso, W.(k, b; s) is 
monotone-nondecreasing and concave in (k, b), and W.(O, b; s)=0 f~r all (b; s). There-

fore, by (1) and (2) of Lenuna 6.1, function M~W, has the same properties. Thus, since 

function M~ W, converges uniformly to function W* according to (7.2), function W* has 

also the exactly same properties. This proves (2) and (3) of Lemma 6.2. I 

ProofofLemma 6.3: Let (s, k)eSx R+" and define two subsets D, E of R+" x R+J by 

D=Jl(v, b) I v=c+x, u(c)+6 J W*(x, b; r)dp,(r)> W*(k, 1; s) 

and 
E={(v, b) I v=k+~Jj=1yj for someyjeYj (j=1, . . . , J), b=1}, 

where s=(u, Y). (6.1) and (2) of Assumption 5.1 implies that D~ip. Also, (2) of Assump-

tion 5.2 (2) implies that E~c. The convexity of D and E follows from (1) of Assumption 

5.1 and (1) of Assumption 5.2. 

Suppose that DnE~c. Then, there exist c, xeR+", and yjeYj (j=1, . . . , J) such 
that 

J
s
 

u(c) + a W*(x, I ; r)dp*(r)> W*(k, I ; s) 

and 

c + x=k + ~ Jj* Iyj. 

Since W*=MW*, this contradicts the definition of map M. Hence, D nE=c. 

Therefore, by a separation theorem, there exists a non-zero vector (p, q)eR" x RJ such 

that 

p' v+q 'b~p' v' +q'b' for all (v, b)eD, (v', b')eE. (7.3) 

Since function u is monotone-increasing and function W*(k, b; a) is monotone-nondecreas-

ing in (k, b), set D has a special shape, and p>0 and q;~0. Thus, without loss of generality, 

we can assume that (p, q)ed"+J. 
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(7.3) implies that 

p' v+ q' b;~ p'k+ q. I + ~ / sup p' yj for all (v, b)eD (7.4) 

Suppose that equality in (7.4) holds for some (v, b)eD. Then, there exist c, xeR+" such 
th at 

u(c)+6 J W*(x, b; r)dp,(r)> W*(k, I ; s) (7.5) 

and 

(7 . 6) p'(c+x)+q'b=p'k+q. I + ~ j sup pYf' 

Since p>0, if the right-hand side of (7.6) is equal to zero, then c=x=0. Therefore, by 

virtue of (2) and (3) of Lemma 6.2, (7.5) implies that u(O)>0. This contradicts (3) of As-

sumption 5.1. On the other hand, since functions u and W* are continuous, if the right-

hand side of (7.6) is positive, then, by a small change of c or_x, we sti]1 have the inequality 

(7.5) and 

p'(c+x)+q'b<p'k+q. I + ~ / Sup p' Yj. 

This contradicts (7.3). Thus, we have proved that 

p'v+q'b_¥p'k+q'l+ ~j supp' YJ for all (v, b)eD, 

which implies that (p, q)ec(s, k). I 

Proof of Lemma 6.4: Define a function g: R+" x R+" x R+JXS~,R as follows : For (c, 

x, b, s)eR+" x R+" x R+J x S, Iet 

g(c, x, b, s)=u(c)+6 Js W*(x, b; r)dp,(r) 

where s=(u, Y). Moreover, define a correspondence G: S x R+* x A"+J_R+" x R+ X R+J 
as follows : For (s, k, p, q)eSx R+" x A"+J, Iet 

G(s, k, p, q)= {(c, x, b)eR+" x R+" x R+JI 

p'(c+x)+q.b~~p'k+q.1+ ~ j sup p' Yj} , 

where s=(u, Y). It is easy to show that function g and correspondence G are contmuous. 

Define a function h SxR+ XA*+J_R as follows: For (s, k, p, q)eSxR+ XA"+J 
let 

h(s, k, p, q)=sup {g(c, x, b, s) I (c, x, b)eG(s, k, p, q)} . 

By applying the so-called maximum theorem to g and G, we have the continuity of func-

tion h. Thus, map, 

(s, k, p, q) H, h(s, k, p, q)- W*(k I s) 
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rs contmuous. Hence, we have the following closed set, 

{(s, k, p, q) I h(s, k, p, q)~ W*(k, I ; s)} , 

which is easily shown to be the graph of correspondence c. I 
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